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Motivation, Research questions & Methodology



Motivation

● Round Table at DHBenelux 2019 (September 2019)

● “We need to do better than anecdotal evidence”

● Collective effort in trying to understand how to improve “coding literacy” in the humanities, e.g.:
○ Aasman & Scagliola, 2017; Anderson & Ramey, 2019; Edmon & Garnett, 2015; Edmon et al., 

2019; Gibbs, 2016; Hoekstra & Koolen, 2018; Kemman, 2019; Montfort, 2015; O’sullivan et al., 
2015; Paling et al., 2010; Vee, 2017; Zundert & Haentjens Dekker, 2017; Zundert, 2019

○ Related surveys: DH RSE Survey (66 participants)

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1JNM6KkPXIwJhQexP0Z-Bd73p4mjTtblWaEwxemiogak/edit?usp=sharing
https://dh-tech.github.io/survey-results-2020#/


Research questions 

1. What are the definitions and interpretations of code literacy across 
humanities disciplines?

2. How important is code literacy as part of digital humanities 
scholarship?

3. How can we effectively approach the teaching and training of code 
literacy?

4. How can scholars (be supported to) incorporate code literacy in their 
research practice and methods?



Methodology 

● Designing the survey took about six months

○ From 25 March 2020, Twitter evidence

○ Regular meetings via approx. 27 Skype calls 

(38h) to refine questions 

○ Often reflective work on questions

○ Post-positivist approach: mind of inevitable effect 
of our own biases (Ryan, 2006), e.g. respondents 
first asked to define code literacy and answer 
several questions with their own definition in mind

● Privacy: compliant to GDPR  and the Utrecht University 
guidelines for handling personal data

● Survey pilot with ca. 8 respondents from a range of 
backgrounds (Humanities - PhD & PostDocs, Cultural 
Heritage Professionals, Information Science PostDoc)

https://twitter.com/schambers3/status/1255432909437239302?s=20
https://gdpr-info.eu
https://www.uu.nl/en/research/research-data-management/guides/handling-personal-data#anonymise
https://www.uu.nl/en/research/research-data-management/guides/handling-personal-data#anonymise


LimeSurvey 



● Survey distributed via international (digital) humanities mailing lists, 
research institutes, universities, social media 

● Duration: 15th October 2020 - 31st January 2021
● Respondents: 399 complete responses

Survey 



Analysis - Qualitative data analysis 

● Open coding and categorisation of initial codes applied to free text 
responses (Straus & Corbin, 1990 )

● Merging of codes into one Axial List including: main categories, 
sub-categories, scope notes

● Recoding using resulting “code books”

● Inter-annotator agreement scores (cross-checking categorization between 
individual coders)

● Further discussion in wider group to consolidate views on tricky 
categorisations



Synthesis: Python notebooks shared internally via Google CoLab    



Results (preliminary)



Demographics - Gender

Example of “Other” category: “I’m a nasty 
woman and proud of it”





Demographics - Geographical Distribution

Number of respondents by country (top 10) Number of respondents by continent



RQ1. What are the definitions and interpretations of code literacy 
across humanities disciplines?



“How would you define code literacy?”

● “The ability to understand and write code.”

● “On a scale from low literacy to high literacy (from ‘not’ to ‘expert’), I will define code 

literacy as the ability to read and understand code on a general level, to modify existing 

code written by others, to create new code using trial and error, to systematically create 

new code from an algorithm or other recipe or abstract plan, to create code that creates 

code, and to write compilers.”

● “The level of knowledge of and experience with coding; How much coding scares you off.”

● “It's a game of persistence, self-doubt, and curiosity.”

● We used qualitative data analysis on the 399 open answers.

Survey question



Analysis - the Axial Code List    

Main Categories: 

COM Communication
CU  Contextual Understanding
LOC Level of Competence
CT Code Type (“encode” vs. “process”)

Other e.g., misinterpretation of question

LOC - Level of competence codes



Results: Frequency of codes in definitions

● 86% mention Level of competence
○ “Read” and “Write” code most 

common
○ 19% mention only “Read”, some only 

“Write”

● 28% mention “Contextual 
understanding”
○ Mainly more advanced coders

● “Code for processing” more common 
than “code for encoding”



How Code Literate You Consider Yourself to Be?

● 19% are dissatisfied with their own 

level of code literacy

● 26% slightly dissatisfied

● 90% want to improve their code 

literacy

● Biggest hurdle is lack of time (58%)

● Almost all (94%) agree code 

literacy should be in DH curriculum



Code Literacy Level Across Disciplines

History (n=139)
Linguistics (n=38)

Language & Literary Studies (n=150)
Textual Scholarship (n=92)



History & Linguistics

Level of competence
● LOC-1: Recognizing
● LOC-2: Reading
● LOC-3: Writing

Contextual Understanding
● CU-1: Translating RQ
● CU-2: Bias, limitations



Lang/Lit. Studies & Textual Scholarship

Level of competence
● LOC-1: Recognizing
● LOC-2: Reading
● LOC-3: Writing

Code Type
● CT-1: Encoding
● CT-2: Processing



RQ2. How important is code literacy as part of digital 
humanities scholarship?



How Important Is Code Literacy in Your Work?



Importance of Code Literacy Across Disciplines

History (n=139)
Linguistics (n=38)

Language & Literary Studies (n=150)
Textual Scholarship (n=92)



● Different disciplines emphasize different aspects of code literacy

● Community-inferred vocabulary to discuss code literacy

● Reading vs. writing code

○ Humanities-oriented: Read code first, before you start writing code? 

■ Or intermingled …  

■ Adapting code before writing from scratch? 

○ CS-oriented: Reading and writing together

○ Is it similar to natural language? 

■ Some disciplines may understand differently: is it relevant at all? How?

Initial Conclusions



Limitations

● Selection effect

○ e.g., the respondent’s perception of their code literacy level may have influenced their participation 

● Limited geographical representation

○ Respondents come mostly North-western Europe and US



Future work



Next steps and future research      

● Wonderful dataset, but needs significant analysis
● Finishing qualitative coding the “free text responses”
● Finalise the synthesis
● Some 15 additional questions to analyse

● Share the ‘aggregate dataset’ & the analysis notebook 
● Follow-up Interviews
● Full research paper  
● Recommendations / Contributions

○ Levels of Literacy 
○ Learning Paths (and how)

● Guidelines for (reforming) DH curricula 
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Thank you for your attention 

● A very big thank you to all the respondents for their efforts, and their careful and 
considerate responses

● Slides at: http://bit.ly/dh-benelux-2021-code-literacy

○ including some more details to read at your own leisure

http://bit.ly/dh-benelux-2021-code-literacy


Towards a “Tiny Taxonomy of Computational Humanities Skills”

● Information and Data Literacy

● Collaboration

● Dissemination, peer review and 

teaching

● Project Management Skills

● Ethics

● Safety and Security

● Research Methods

● (Operative) knowledge regarding 

computers and hardware

● (Operative) knowledge regarding 

software, operating systems and 

applications

● Domain-specific computing skills

● Logic, math, and statistics

● Other



Results: Frequency of codes in definitions

Core aspects of code literacy: reading and writing code 
(but 19% mention only ability to read code)

Main Categories: 

COM - Communication
CU - Contextual understanding

● CU-1: transforming research problems to computation
● CU-2: potential, limits, biases
● CU-3: attitude
● CU-4: code ecosystem (ethics, security, privacy, maintenance, 

documentation, versioning, licensing, good practices)
● CU-5: overall/vague about context

LOC - Level of Competence
● LOC-1: Recognizing
● LOC-2: Reading
● LOC-3: Writing
● LOC-4: repurpose (copy-paste/libraries), edit/modify
● LOC-5: review/evaluate
● LOC-6: create
● LOC-7: paradigms, theoretical aspects of computation
● LOC-M: different levels of literacy

CT - Code Type
● CT-1: encoding (XML, MPEG)
● CT-2: processing (performative code, e.g. Python, R, C, Java, JavaScript)

Other 
● MIS: misinterpretation of question
● NA: empty/missing answer
● OTHER: aspect that doesn’t fit any other category



Geographical Distribution

Country # Respondents Continent # Respondents

USA 119 Europe 240

Germany 57 North America 137

Netherlands 46 Asia-Pacific 19

UK 41 South America 3

Canada 17


